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Question #1 (30 points)

Given an array of 4096 items of the type unsigned char. Each item is in the range [0,255], we want to create a histogram of the values in the array. A histogram is an array of integers of size 256. Cell number $i$ contains the number of elements in the input array which have the value $i$.

For example, if 10 cells in the input array have the value 16, then histogram[16] = 10.

The histogram should be created in two stages.

Stage 1 - First kernel - compute_partial_histograms:
The input array is divided between 4 threadblocks of 1024 threads each. Each threadblock should create a histogram for only its part of the array.

Stage 2 - Second kernel - merge_histograms:
a second kernel should merge the 4 histograms into one final histogram.

1. The CPU code is given below. Implement the kernels: compute_partial_histograms and merge_histograms

```c
int main() {
    unsigned char *gpu_input_array = alloc_and_populate();
    int *partial_histograms;
    int *final_histogram;
    cudaMalloc(&partial_histograms, 256 * 4 * sizeof(int));
    cudaMalloc(&final_histogram, 256 * sizeof(int));
    compute_partial_histograms<<<4, 1024>>>(gpu_input_array, partial_histograms);
    merge_histograms<<<1, 256>>>(partial_histograms, final_histogram);
    cudaDeviceSynchronize();
    return 0;
}
```
__global__ void compute_partial_histograms (unsigned char *input_array,
    int *partial_histograms) {

}
__global__ void
merge_histograms (int *partial_histograms, int* final_histogram) {

}


2. Does your code have **divergence**? If yes, mark that part of the code.

**Answer:**

3. Does your code perform **uncoalesced** memory accesses? If yes, mark that part of the code.

**Answer:**

4. Does your code have **bank conflicts**? If yes, mark that part of the code.

**Answer:**
Question #2 (10 points)
Consistency

Consider the following code executed by two threads in the same threadblock

```c
__global__ int x;
__shared__ int y; // initialized to zero
int z;

if (tid == T2){ y = 1; }
if (y == 1) { z = 1; } else { z = 2; }
__syncthreads();
if (tid == T1) x = z;
```

Choose all the correct answers

**Answer:**

a) The kernel will deadlock
b) if T1 and T2 are in the same warp, x=1
c) if T1 and T2 are in the same warp, x=2
d) if T1 and T2 are in different warps, x=1
e) if T1 and T2 are in different warps, x=2
f) None of the above answers is correct
Question #3 (10 points)
Atomic Operations

An engineer wrote the following CUDA code.

```c
/* memory pointed by x is initialized to zero before the kernel is called */
__global__ my_kernel(int *x) {
    /* keep trying to acquire lock */
    while (atomicCAS(x, 0, 1) == 1) {} 
    do_work();
    *x = 0;
    __threadfence();
}
```

The documentation of atomicCAS (Atomic Compare & Swap) is given:

```c
int atomicCAS(int *address, int compare, int val)
Atomically perform the following operations:
Reads the integer pointed by address, if it is equal to compare it sets its new value to val, otherwise it doesn’t change its value.
In either cases, the function returns the old value.
```

The code was invoked on two different computers, on the first computer it was invoked with 1 warp (32 threads), and on the other with 2 warps (64 threads). Which of the following is correct?

1) The code will work just fine in both cases.
2) The code will deadlock in both cases.
3) The code will deadlock with 2 warps but will not deadlock with 1 warp.
4) The behavior will be random: The code will deadlock only sometimes in both cases.
Question #4 (10 points)
ActivePointers

Assuming no other threads were/are running in the system, write for each of the marked lines in the following code whether it will have: No Page Fault / Minor Page Fault / Major Page Fault

```c
/* assume fd is a valid file descriptor */
Aptr<float> ptr = gvmmap(PAGE_SIZE * 100, O_RDONLY, fd, 0); /*line 1*/
ptr = ptr + PAGE_SIZE; /*line 2*/
float x = *ptr; /*line 3*/
ptr = ptr + PAGE_SIZE;
ptr = ptr - PAGE_SIZE; /*line 4*/
float y = *ptr; /*line 5*/
```

Line 1: _____________

Line 2: _____________

Line 3: _____________

Line 4: _____________

Line 5: _____________

Question #5 (10 points)
Occupancy

A kernel uses 20 registers per thread, 4KB shared memory per threadblock, 1024 threads per threadblock.
An SM can run a maximum number of 2048 threads, a maximum number of 8 threadblocks, has 8 KB of shared memory, and 32K registers.

The kernel is invoked on the GPU with a very large number of threadblocks.

1. What is the occupancy of the GPU?
Given a GPU with a single SM which can run only 1 threadblock at a time, and a single DMA engine. We want to run the following computations and data movements on two streams:

Stream1: Memcpy1, Kernel1, Memcpy2
Stream2: Kernel2, Memcpy3

Memcpy1 takes 300 usec.
Memcpy2 takes 200 usec.
Memcpy3 takes 400 usec.
Kernel1 takes 300 usec.
Kernel2 takes 100 usec.

kernel1 and Kernel2 are both single threadblock kernels.

1. What is the best possible runtime of the whole program (i.e. Lower bound on run time)?

____________________

2. Describe the optimal running order which gives the above time? (Which operation runs at which time).

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Question #7 (10 points)
GPUfs

A programmer writes a GPU program which reads data from many files using GPUfs. Each read() accesses a different page. Prefetching is disabled. The programmer then runs the program once until termination, and then runs it again (the two runs are functionally identical).

The first run is in Process 1 and the second run is in Process 2.

Choose all the correct answers:
1) All reads of process 1 will miss in GPUfs buffer cache and all reads of process 2 will hit in GPUfs buffer cache.
2) All reads of both processes will miss in GPUfs buffer cache.
3) Whether reads of process 1 will miss or hit depends on the size of GPUfs buffer cache.
4) Whether reads of process 2 will miss or hit depends on the size of GPUfs buffer cache.

Question #8 (10 points)
GPUnet

An engineer wanted to create a unified CPU-GPU socket, so that both CPU and GPU can perform send() and recv() operation on the same socket, such that:

- When a recv() is called on this socket from the CPU, the data is received from the network directly to CPU memory, and if recv() is called from GPU, the data is received from the network directly to GPU memory.
- When send() is called on this socket from the CPU, the data is sent to the network directly from CPU memory, and when send() is called from GPU, the data will be sent directly from GPU memory to the network.

Choose the correct answer and provide a short explanation:

1) It is possible to implement both send() and recv() as described.
2) It is not possible to implement neither send() nor recv() as described.
3) It is possible to implement send() but not recv() as described.
4) It is possible to implement recv() but not send() as described.

Explanation:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Question #9 (10 points)

MapD

MapD uses Column-store (rather than the more traditional Row-store).

1. Explain the difference between column-store and row-store

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. Why does MapD use column-store?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

3. How is column-store related to “Struct of Arrays” representation?

__________________________________________________________________________